Two extraordinary revolutions in our picture of the physical world have taken place in this century. The first of these completely changed our picture of space and of time, to proviele us with a viewpoint according to which these two fundamental notions are not only fused into a single entity-called space-timebut. in addition, this entity also incorporates into its structure the universal phenomenon of gravity. This picture provieles us with a theory of large-scale physical behaviour t hat is in full accordance wit h known macroscopic facts and is seen to be accurate to one part in 10 14 (at least in one particular known physical system). The second revolution-the quantum revolution-completely changed our picture of matter. providing us with a viewpoint according to which a particle can, in effect, be in several different places at the same time, where systems of particles at wide separation must nevertheless be treated as a single entity, where the mere possibility that something might have happened even though it did not happen can distinctly influence what act ually does happen , and where the classical notions of position and momentum t urn out to be incompatible with one another. This viewpoint provieles us with a t heory of small-scale phenomena with an extraordinary breadth of application, and with an accuracy in a number of different sit uations that is known to be at least as precise as a part in 10n. Each of t hese theories, r-elativity and quantum mechanics, is remarkable not only in its power as a physical t heory and for the profound insights that it provieles into t he workings of the world , but also for the beauty and sophistication of the mathematics t hat is needed to describe it. At the Ievel of fundamental physics, appropriate mathematical ideas have a power and accuracy that goes far beyond t he kind of thing t hat one could have anticipated, were the mathematics playing merely the organizational and 56 clarifying role that it frequently does in ordinary descriptions. Conversely, fundamental physical ideas can stimulate the ini tiation of new and surprisingly fruitful areas of mathematical research.
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This has provided an extraordinary symbiosis between these two areas of human endeavour, t he one having do with necessary truths concerning entirely abstract entities, and the other, with the detailed principles that guide actual things in the actual universe.
But this kind of symbiosis is by no means original with this century. Already in ancient Creek t imes. in about the 4th century BC, t he first example of this remarkable concord between mathematical structures and the workings of the physical world was revealed in Euclidean geometry. Indeed , this concord seemed so complete that the Creeks may not have even realized the nature of their achievement. They certainly realized t he distinction ( as made clear by Plato) between (1) t he purely abstract mathematical geometry that they had derived and (2) t he physical entitiesbasically rigid bodies-t hat conformed only to a very good degree of approximation with this geometry. But t hey probably did not fully appreciate what a remarkable fact it was t hat this extraordinary close concordance actually existed, connecting a particularly elegant abstract mathematical structure with the family of precise spatial relationships that exist between actual things in the physical world.
Euclidean geometry was central to the ancient science of statics, developed by Archimedes and others from the 3rd century BC. In the 17th century, t he mechanics of Calileo and ewton showed that not just geometry, but the dynamical behaviour of bodies in motion was also in close accord with a powerful mathematical structure. The differential calculus was developed with t he express purpose of describing the laws which govern the motion of things. Yet this calculus soon took on a life of its own, with mathematical appl ications far outside the purpose for which it was originally devised . A unity was perceived in many seemingly disparate pieces of mathematics. perhaps the most important being that demonstrated by the fundamental theorem of calculus, showing the close (inverse) relation between the formalism needed to describe the laws of motion and that concerned with the computation of lengths, areas. and volumes. Moreover, the unifying developments introduced by mathematicians like Euler, Laplace, Lagrange, Ostrogradski, Poisson, and Hamilton began to reveal the deep harmony between the Galilean-Newtonian scheme for the world and many beautiful abstract mathematical structures.
The next major change in our view of the world came about in the 19th century when Maxwell, having been motivated by the experimental findings of Faraday, introduced hisfundamental field equations for the dynamics of electromagnetic fields and the behaviour of light. Although the notion of a field had been known before (such as with a gravitational potential) , it was only with Iaxwell 's equations that a field attained a physical reality of its own, with its own irreiependent degrees of freedom. Instead of the finite ( discrete) number of degrees of freedom that a system of particles would have, the electromagnetic field had to be described by an infinite ( continuous) number of degrees of freedom. Rather than the ordinary differential equations that govern the dynamics of a system of particles, the equations governing the electromagnetic field are, accordingly, partial differential equations. Of course, partial differential equations had already been in use for the study of continuous fiuids and in elasticity, and also for the treatment of the gravitational potential. But now the fields were supposed to be referring to fundamental ingredients of reality, rather than being merely approximations or auxiliaries to a "reality" that was to be assigned to particles alone. In full accordance with the harmony referred to earlier. between physics at the fundamental level and fruitful and beautiful mathematics, the specific form of Maxwell 's equations enabled them to tie in. with great elegance, to another body of mathematics-now known as the exterior calculus of Cartan.
We come, now , to our 20th century where, as stated above, we have had not one but two major revolutions in our picture of the world. Indeed, some might say that we have had three, or perhaps even four such revolutions. This amounts to regarding the special and the general t heories of relativity a representing distinct revolutions, and then taking quantum theory and quantum field theory as possibly representing
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separate revolutions. We can think of these four theories as being characterized by the fundamental roles of the three basic constants of ature: Newton's gravitational constant G , the velocity of light c, taken in reciprocal form c-1 , and Dirac's form of Planck's constant ry. When G, c-1 , and 'Tl are taken to be all zero, we obtain Galilean-Newtonian physics (with the gravitational field represented as an ordinary force). Special relativity is characterized by c-1 being a non-zerofinite constant quantity, but G and 'Tl being put to zero. Einstein's general relativity comes about when both c-1 and G are non-zero constants, but still 'Tl = 0, the fundamental principle of equivalence having been the main driving force. (Subsequently, Cartan showed how , as a limit ing case of Einstein's theory, a geometry is obtained for which ' Tl = c-1 = 0 and which a non-zero value of G is incorporated into its structure, Einstein's equivalence principle being still fully accommodated.) Quantum theory is characterized by the presence of the fundamental non-zero constant ry , but G = c-1 = 0, whereas for quantum field theory we have non-zero constants ' Tl and c-1 , but still G = 0. Complete (and believable) theories for which G and 'Tl are both nonzero ( with the principle of equivalence being fully incorporated) are still missing.
With special relativity came the new geometrical notion of Minkowskian space-time geometry, which differed from the original geometry of Euclid not only by being of four dimensions , rather than three, but by admitting a metric that is not positive definiteof the kind that we now call Lorentzian. General relativity retains this feature , but now the geometry i curved, in accordance with the ideas of Riemann and others, introduced in the 19th century. Quantum theory depends opon the notion of a complex Hilber-t space, and employs many mathematical ideas that were new to fundamental physical theory, such as non-commuting physical variables. Group theory plays a fundamental role in quantum theory, as weil as in special relativity. With modern quantum field theory, the ideas of functional integrals and infinitedimensional function spaces are among those which play key roles, distinguishing this theory from those which came before.
Also fundamental to modern field theory and particle physics is the idea of a "gauge connection" -basically the differential geometry idea of a connection, as applied to a vector bundle over space-time which sprang from Weyl's early ideas of how to incorporate electromagnetism into t he framework of Einstein's general theory of relativity. The present-day "standard model" of particle physics depends heavily on the notion of a gauge connection (or Yang-Mills field). and this model has been well tuned , so that it is now very much in accordance with exp erimental fact. Nevertheless, it conta ins many numerical parameters and other apparently arbitrary features, and it would be good to know what underlying principles are responsible for determining these.
Of course. mathematical physics encompasses many areas other t han those that I have ~es i gn ate d above as "fundamental" . \iVhen a large number of constit uent particles are involved in a system, then new mathematical ideas can come into play. The theory of fluids began in t he 17th century with work by Newton and Daniel Bernoulli , leading up to the 19th century Navier-Stokes equation and many 20th century mathematical investigations concerning them. Finite group theory, introduced by Galois and others in the 19th century for ent irely pure-mathematical reasons, helps us to understand crystal structure and possible models of the universe. Statistical physics plays a fund amental role in a great many areas: gasses, phase transit ions, Brownian motion, etc. There is much beautiful and profound mathematics involved in these areas, though t hey are, to some extent, independent of t he specifics of fundamental physics.
The second law of thermodynamics, and Boltzmann's interpretation, are basic to modern statistical physics, but now there is something else involved t han merely t he study of systems involving a large number of particles. We ask where t he early extremely low entropy in the initial state of the universe-from which second law ultimately springs-actually comes from. We are driven to consider cosmology and the structure of the big bang, where t he entropy of t he universe started in its initially "unbelievably" low state. Here, issues of fundamental physics are undoubtedly deeply involved. The question has to do with the very nature of t he big bang, and of why it was so except ionally special. I shall return to t hese issues in the next section This brings us to another set of issues . It has been noted that t he physics of the 20th cent ury has provided us with t heories of astanishing breadth and accuracy, and has exhibited a deeper and broader kinship with mathematical notions t han even those wonderful physical t heories of earlier times. Yet t hese modern t heories are not without their profound difficulties. General relativity, for example, inevitably Ieads us into singularities -at least for models of space-t ime t hat are, in a well-defined sense, qualitatively sufficiently like those which represent the early universe or gravitational collapse to a black hole. At such singular regions it is anticipated that densities and curvat ur es ( t heoretically) reach infinite val uesor would do so if classical physics and classical spacet ime geometry were to remain unchanged at uch 58 regions. Likewise, quantum field theory encounters infinities, with divergent integrals and sums. The procedures of renormalization and asymptotic freedom enable progress to be made within this theory, despite t he fact t hat it is mathematically inconsistent. But the fact remains: even t he best-established instance of quantum field theory, namely quantum electrodynamics, is still divergent-even after it has been fully subjected to the procedures of renormalization.
Special relativity, on the other hand , seems to be represented by a completely consistent mathematical structure-basically the 4-dimensional pseudoEuclidean geometry of Minkowski space.
What about ordinary quantum mechanics? Hilbert space, of course, is also a consistent mathematical structure, as are the unitary transformations that describe its symmetries-and which, according to Schrödinger's dynamical equation, take place smoothly and consistently to evolve the quantum state as t ime marches fm·ward. Yet, t he quantum state of t he world is taken not always to evolve in this way. From t ime to t ime, when it is considered that a "measurement" has taken place, the state is taken to "jump" into an eigenstate of some Hermitian operator determined by t he particular experimental set-up involved in t he measurement.
This Ieads us into the murky issue of what one considers is "actually" going on in a measurement of a quantum system. On the face of it, the state-vector Teduction t hat is considered to take place in a measurement is simply in blatant contradiction with t he process of unitary evolut ion. How have 20th century physicists come to terms with t his? There appear to be four broad categories of philosophical standpoint.
• The "Copenhagen" viewpoint of Niels Bohr asserts that the state vector is not actually to represent a quantum-level "reality", but merely the "state of mind" of the experimenter. Accordingly, the "jumping" that occurs in the procedure of state-vector reduction is merely t he result of a discontinuous change in t he state of knowledge of the experimenter, not a physical change to which can be attributed a physical reality.
• The "environmental decoherence" viewpoint takes advantage of the fact that in the process of measurement a system becomes inextricably entangled with its environment and, since the degrees of freedom in the environment are taken to be random and unobservable, one "sums over" those degrees of freedom to obtain a density-matrix rather than a state-vector de-
scription. When this density matrix becomes ( effectively) diagonal in the physically appropriate basis, it is considered that "for all practical purposes" (FAPP) the physical system is in a state represented by one of the diagonal elements, with probability given by the value of that diagonal element.
• The "many-worlds" viewpoint takes the state vector to evolve by strict uni tary evolut ion and to represent reality. Consequently, in a measurement , all outcomes co-exist, but they are each entangled with different states of the observer's consciousness. Accordingly, the corresponding different consciousness states also coexist, each one experiencing a different "world" and encountering a different outcome of the measurement.
• Finally, t here is the possibility that the conventional formulation of quantum mechanics is provisional , and some new physical theory is needed in order to make real sense of the process of measurement. According to some suggested new schemes, there are no observable consequences different from standard quantum mechanics (e.g. with the de Broglie-Bohm theory or t he consistent-histories theory), bu t according to others, there would , at least in principle, be experiments to distinguish the new theory from standard quantum mechanics.
It i probably fair to say t hat the majority of physicists today would hold to some version of the first three of these standpoints-the standpoints which might be regarded as "conventional" . Such physicists might argue that the remarkable and exception-free experimental confirmations of quantum-mechanical predictions, not to mention the mathematical elegance of the quantum formalism , tell us that no change in that theory is called for. Yet many of these physicists might nevertheless feel some unease with the present state of affairs with regard to quant um mechanics. The mere fact that there is no single fully accepted "interpretation" of that theory provides some fuel for this unease. My own position is t hat none of these "conventional" interpretations is satisfactory, and we shall indeed eventually require a new theory-a new theory t hat will have experimental consequences different from those of conventional quantum mechanics.
N e w physics for the 2Pt ce ntury ?
Why is a new theory needed, and in what phenomena might this theory give different results from presentday quantum theory? As I see it, t here is a basic confli ct between the fundamental principles of quantum theory and t hose of Einstein·s general relativity. This shows up when a quantum Superposition is envisaged , where the space-time geometries in the states under Superposition differ significantly from each other. The very notion of unitary (Schrödinger ) evolution requires a time-translation operator to be defined , but each of the space-t imes involved in t he Superposition will have a different notion of time-translation, with no natural identification between t he two of them . Such an identification would seem to require a canonical notion of pointwise correspondence between the space-times under Superposition, whereas such a correspondence would be in violation of one of the basic principles of general relativity-the principle of general covariance. Accordingly, there is an essential uncertainty involved in the Schrödinger operator, this uncertainty being interpretable as an energy uncertainty Ec in the superposed state. Because of t he Reisenberg uncertainty relation, t his energy uncertainty is consistent with such a superposit ion being fund amenta lly unstable, with a lifetime of the order of ry/ Ec. For a Superposition involving just two superposed space-time geometries, the quant ity Ec can be estimated (in the ewtonian Iimit of slow velocities and small gravitational potentials) as the gravitational self-energy of the difference between the mass distributions of the two states in question.
Although it might appear t hat t his energy EG is excessively tiny, it turns out t hat t he lifetime calculated in this way cannot be ignored in many situations, although it is hard to find an experimental set-up in which this proposed effect can be distinguished from the standard predictions according to the conventional ideas about decoherence. evertheless, it appears to be the case t hat there are feasible exp eriments to test this proposal. The scheme t hat is at present under consideration 3 involves putting a tiny crystal, with some 1015 atomic nuclei, into a quantum linear Superposition of two slight ly different locations. According to the above proposal, the superposition ought to decay, objectively, into one location or t he other in about one-tenth of a second. It is just possible that experiments ofthisnature will be performed before the end of the 20th century; more
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likely, weshall have to wait until early in the 21st century to see whether the rules of quant um mechanics will. or will not . be forced into modification , when significant ly different mass distributions are put into a quantum linear Superposit ion.
lt is my own strong opinion that if such experiments are performed , and can be unambiguously interpreted , then t he present ly accepted laws of quant um t heory will indeed be seen to be in neecl of change. Of course, I may t urn out to be wrong on this and such experiments will give resul ts in cont radict ion wit h my own expectation . An even less satisfactory outcome. from my own point of view, would be t hat t he experimental results, while consistent wit h my expectations, would nevert heless be also explainable wit hin t he framework of t he conventional quantum formalism , so t he question will remain unsettled. For t he purposes of argument, however , Iet us make t he '·opt imistic'' assumpt ion t hat such experiments are indeed to be successfully perfo rmed and that t he results will point more-or-less unambiguously to the conclusion t hat t he convent ional quant um formalism indeed needs a change at the Ievel where t he principles of general relativity begirr to come into conflict wit h t hose of quant um mechanics.
Supposing this to be so, what kind of modification of the rules of quantum t heory will be needecl in order to bring it into line with the principles of general relativity? Might we be able to get away wi t h a relatively minor change in which there is perhaps some addit ional term in t he Schrödinger equation, or some other slight modification? For example, a small non-linearity might induce an instability so that in a Superposit ion of significantly differing gravitationa l fi elds-i.e. of space-time geometries-it would decay into one or t he other after some characteristic t ime. In fact , t here are some very strong constraints on the kind of modifications t hat can be int roduced in order t hat there be no contradiction wit h the principle of causality, whereby classical signals may not be transmitted faster t han light. Moreover, one must bear in mind t he difficult ies t hat any rela tivistic object ive t heory of quant um state reduction encounters, in relation to the phenomenon of quantum entanglement. Suppose that a pair of particles-an Einstein-P odolsky-Rosen or EPR pair-is produced at a common source event . A typical example would be a pair of part icles, each of spin t , where t he source event is t he decay of a part icle of spin 0. A measurement of t he direction of spin of one of t he spin part icles automatically forces t he state of spin of t he other one to be be in t he opposite direction from t hat of the measured part icle. This cannot be achieved by a classical signal, t ravelling at a sub-luminal velocity, from one part icle to the other. The link between the 60 two particles can be referred to as a quantum inform ation channel. Such a channel can violate the restrictions on classical signalling-according to which t he sending of informa tion at speeds greater t han light is forbidden. The normal laws of causality require t hat classical signals propagate into t he future, within or on t he fu t ure light-cones. But such laws do not apply to t his phenomenon known as quant um information-which is something quali tatively different from information in t he ordinary sense.
All t his teils us t hat t he modifications of t he quantum formalism that will be needed in order to accommodate quant um state reduction as an objective phenomenon will represent a fundamental change in our picture of the world , not just a relatively minor modification of t he specific equations t hat we use. There are, moreover, ot her reasons fo r believing that some of our cherished principles will event ually need a profound overhaul. lt has long been ant icipated that some appropriate "quant um gravity" theory will be required in order to resolve t he internal inconsistencies of both general relativity and quant um field theory. In the case of general relativity, t he issue is that of space-time singularities . As aluded to above, according to t he "singularity t heorems" any realist ic classical general-relativistic model of t he early expanding universe, or of t he late stages of gravitational collapse, must indeed possess singularities. lt is expected t hat, at such a singularity, space-t ime curvatures would (normally) diverge to infinity, and t hat t he ent irely classical view of space-t ime structure would have to be abandoned at such a place. However , no "convent ional" quant um gravity t heory seems to be able to explain t he extraordinary timeasymmetry that appears to be a fundamental feature of space-t ime singulari ty structure. The initial singularity that was the big bang must have been quite extraordinarilgr special -at least to t he degree of one part in 10 1012 , and probably a good deal more special than t hat-whereas the final singularit ies t hat occur in black holes, or in the final "big crunch" of a closed collapsing universe, appear to be completely generic.
lt is this extraordinary contrast between t he initial and final singularity structures t hat is ultimately responsible for t he second law of thermodynamics.
Accordingly, the quant um gravity theory t hat we seek must, in my view, be a time-asymmetrical t heory. Since neither classical general relativity nor t he dynamics of stand ard quant um t heory possesses any t ime asymmetry, it would seem that something fundamentally new is indeed needed.
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Reasons can be provided that link this timeasymmetric requirement of the missing union of quantum physics with general relativity with the need to make state-vector reduction into an objective phenomenon. And it not just the existence of a second law of thermodynamics that requires an extraordinarily special structure for the initial bigbang singularity. Direct observation tells us that the early universe was extraordinarily uniform. This is an important aspect of the particular way in which the early universe was special, and this a lso needs to be understood. There is a currently very fashionable viewpoint that this uniformity is the result of an early phase of t he universe in which a rapid exponentional expansion took place, referred to as infiation. However, infiation cannot easily be made to work unless there was already a sufficiently extensive uniform region in the universe, and we are led back to the original problern of the very special nature of the initial singularity. Supporters of this viewpoint do not normally concern themselves with the more serious issue of how this extraordinarily special initial state of the universe came tobe such that the second law of thermodynamics can have come about. The problern of the time-asymmetry in the quantum-gravitational determination of singularity structure is not adequately faced in the infiationary model. Moreover. infiationists had , for many years, argued that a definitive prediction of their viewpoint was that the overall spatial geometry of the observed universe should be fiat, whereas the trend of observational cosmology in recent years seems to be pointing rather clearly in the direction of a hyperbolic (negative curvature) overall spatial geometry. For reasons such as this . I should . myself, be exceedingly surpri ed if infiation turns out to be a significant part of the physics of the 21st century.
One of the other very fashionable ideas for 21 st century fundamental physics is that referrecl to as string theory (or "superstring theory"). This is aimed at provicling a union between the rules of quantum (field ) theory and gravitation theory, as part of a unification scheme for all t he basic forces and particles of nature. One of its important initial aspirations was the removal of the infinities of quantum fi eld theory. Its being initially a gravitational scheme is in line with some old ideas of Oskar Klein, whereby the gravitational effects might supply a cut-off for the divergent integrals of quantum fiele! theory, at the characteristic ( quantum-gravitational) Planckian distance of 10-35 m. The essential new feature that string theory provieles is the replacement of the point particle as fundamental entity by "strings", which may be either open-endecl or closecl loops. Although this theory has boastecl a great cleal of success-ancl there
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is no question but that it has providecl a great many insights into mathematical developments of very considerable interest ancl value-it has not yet achieved its physical aims of providing a fully consistent ancl well-definecl scheme, free of all infinities, though it has movecl some way towards this goal. As the 20th century draws to a close, the pundits of this theory have shiftecl their attention from a "pure" string theory to one in which higherdimensional structures known as "membranes", etc. have also to be incorporated, and the search is on for the mysterious but still-missing 11-dimensional "M-theory", which is to unify all these ideas into a comprehensive scheme. As part of this unification, it is intendecl that the correct union of quantum theory with space-time structure and gravity will emerge.
Two ingredients of modern string theories, Mtheories, etc. are higher-dimensionality and supersymmetry. The viewpoint with regard to higher dimensionality, which goes back to Kaluza ancl Klein, early in the century, is that the four dimensions of space-time that we directly perceive are part of an (n+4)-dimensional manifold structure for which n of the climensions are tightly curled up to a t iny scale, now taken to be of the order of the Planck length, so that we are not directly aware of them. Supersymmetry takes some of these dimensions to be described by anticommuting variables, which are taken to be on a par with the orclinary space and time coordinates. Supersymmetry predicts that for every variety of boson to be found in Nature there must be a corresponding variety of fermion , and vice versa. No such "supersymmetry partner" of any particle has yet been found.
There is also much current activity in other approaches to fincling t he correct union between Einstein's general relativity and quantum (fiele! ) theory. One of the most actively persued, and apparently most successful , is that arising from Ashtekar 's reformulation of the Einstein field equations, leacling to what are called "loop variables" . These have the appealing feature that they are almost topological ent ities, and there is some perception that the notion of space-time metric may perhaps be derivable from some more primitive combinatorial ideas.
"Complex" mathematical physics
What is the likelihood that any of the ideas mentioned in t he previous section will actually survive to become a significant part of the established physics of the 21st century? I am going to take a somewhat pessimistic view of this here. Of course, what I shall say here might easily be proved wrong by t he future course of events, but nothing is to be gained here if I do not at least vent ure an opinion.
As for supersymmetry, I am unconvinced that it has any real place in ature's scheme of things , at least in its present formulation. Its observational status is essentially non-existent, and its strength lies largely in its potential as a consistent unifying principle and in its mathematical appeal. To me. this mathematical appeal ( and even consistency) is not great enough to overcome its Iack of observational support . Likewise. the idea that there are hidden extra dimensions to space-time does not attract me. This is partly because I do not see good reason why these hidden dimensions should stabilize into the tiny Planck-scale structures that they are supposed to form. Additionally. there is a more important reason (for me) which I shall come to short ly. On t he other band, I do find appealing some of the ini tial ideas t hat underlie string theory with its potential for the elegant removal of quantum-field-theoretic infinities. What mainly disturbs me about the t heory, as it has found itself to be driven. is its reliance upon supersymmetry and higher-dimensional space-time. There is also the fact that it does not really come to terms with the underlying ideas of general relativi ty, despite its claim to be a true "quantum gravity" theory.
The loop-variable approach to quantized space-time does not suffer from t hese partindar drawbacks, but it has not yet found the kind of mathematical elegance which I find makes a fully convincing case for me. (Most particularly, there is an over-completeness in the representation in terms of loop states that I find less than compelling.) Moreover, it suffers from another objection-an objection that is important for me. but which it sharesalso with all of the other "direct" approaches to a quantum-gravity theory, and also with string theory. This is that it takes uncritically on board the standard formalism of quantum field theory; whereas I have argued in the previous section that there is a need for a fundamental change in this formalism , in order that state-vector reduction shall become an objective phenomenon, a change that should appear when the effects of general relativity become important in a quantum-mechanical Situation.
Of course. it is no great surprise that all serious attempts at quantization depend upon the standard procedures of quantum (field ) theory. For without adopting these procedures, it is difficult to know where to start. I shall end this article by presenting some considerations of my own which I believe could Iead us eventually in t he appropriate direction, although I fully appreciate that my own standpoint is likely to be severely coloured by the fact that the 62 fact that I have invested more than thirty years of my own scientific life in attempting to follow up this kind of ideal
The basic proposal is that instead of simply adopting the full rules of quantum theory. one should concentrate on seeking basic underlying mathematical features that quantum theory and relativity theory have in common; thus , rather than attempting to subj ugate the laws of one of them (relativity theory) to t he laws of the other ( quantum theory). one should try to find clues to the hidden harmony that has enabled Nature to dovetail this physics of the !arge with that of the small. Now, from the mathematical point of view, one of the most striking of the elegant and unexpected features of quantum mechanics is the very basic role of the complex number field . Historically, the motivation behind the introduction of complex numbers was mathematical rather than physical, since they made sense of the solution of algebraic equations, of the convergence of series , of formulae for trigonometric functions, differential equations , and many other t hings. This was quite unlike the ini tial motivation for real numbers, which came about as an idealization of the kind of quantity that directly arose from physical measurement. Before the introduction of quantum mechanics, complex numbers had found many uses , but these were regarded as being basically "mathematical tricks" (like the employment of complex numbers in 2-dimensional hydrodynamics, electrical circuit theory, or the theory of vibrations).
What appears to be different about quantum mechanics is t hat complex numbers enter at t he very foundations of the theory. in the Superposition principle-as though they were t here all the time, as part of Nature 's basic design for the world.
One way to illustrate this fundamental roJe for the complex field in quantum mechanics is to return to the issue of quantum information that was referred to in Section 1. Quantum information is an essentially complex-number quantity, whereas classical information is measured in terms of the real numbers which measure probabilities (or in terms of the integers which measure bits) . The complex amplitudes which are conveyed by the "transmission" of quantum information provide the basic ingredient of the quantum formalism, and t he basic "link" between two quantum entities is the quantum-information link. This link does not respect the rules of ordinary classical causality, as a succession of them can zig-zag backwards and forwards in time, as is the case in EPR phenomena. To pass from a quantum-information link to a classical information link ( which necessarily
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propagates causally into t he future) or, rather, to a classical probability, one must multiply the quantummechanical complex amplit ude a by its complex conjugate 07 , to obtain a (non-negative) real number aa.
(In fact , the complex conj ugate amplitude may be thought of as applying to the quantum-information link in the reverse direction in time.)
Although quantum ampli t udes seem to be very abstract things, having this strange "square-root" relation to a probability, they actually have close associations with space-time geometry. This is most easily seen if we examine the states of spin for a massive particle of spin ~, such as an electron, proton, or neutron. Each pure state of spin is associated with a direction in space, this direction being the one with the property that if we measure the particle's spin in that particular direction, we get the answer ··yes·· . with probability unity. We may think of this general spin state as a complex linear Superposit ion a lt) + ß I.!.), where lt) refers to the state "spin up" and I.!.) to the state "spin down" . The direction of the spin of the Superposition can be represented geometrically as a point on the Riemann spher-e of the ratio ß I a where the sphere's north pole "0" represents lt ) (ßla = 0) and its south pole "oo" represents lt)
(ß I a = oo). This Riemann sphere, therefore, provides a direct association between the ratios of the complex amplitudes of quantum mechanics and the geometry of directions in space.
There is an even more appropriate and fundamental roJe for the Riemann sphere in the geometry of the light cone in relativity theory. An observer situated at a particular point x in space-time appears to be surrounded by a sphere S: the sphere of vision of the observer . This sphere S is more correctly to be thought of as t he space of light rays through x , or the space of (unoriented) null dir-ections at x. The reason that it is natural to think of S as a Riemann sphere isthat it has a natural conformal structure (and orientation) , which is preserved as we pass from one ob erver at x to another, moving relative to the first observer with some appreciable fraction of t he velocity of light. Owing to the effects of aberration, the natural way in which the first and second observers would represent S as a Euclidean sphere are different, but turn outtobe related by a conformal t ransformation. In fact , all non-reflective conformal transformations of S can be obtained in this way. By regarding S as a Riemann sphere, we therefore exhibit a remarkable fact: the group of (non-reflective) Lorentz transformations at an event x-the most important group of relativistic physics-is isomorphic, in a natural way, with the group of complex transformations of the Riemann sphere ( the group PL(2,<C)) -the symmetry group of the simplest closed complex
manifold. My position is to take this remarkable isomorphism as a hint of a fundamental relationship between the complexnumber structure that underlies quantum theory and t he structure of relativistic space-time. In fact, this isomorphism is basically a feature of the reduced spinors ( or "half-spinors" ) for ( 1 +3 )-Lorentzian geometry. There is no such direct and simple relationship between the complex-analytic structure and the pseudo-orthogonal group O(p, q) for any other dimension and signature (i.e. other than 0(1 , 3) or 0(3, 1)). This fact is therefore special to the particular number of space and time dimensions that we happen to experience in our universe. It is for this kind of reason that I am not favourably disposed to higherdimensional theories, as was hinted at above.
This isomorphism also lies behind the particular utility that the 2-spinor-for-malism has for the study of space-time structure in (1 +3) dimensions. A 2-spinor (up to proportionality) determines a direction along the light cone at a point x. In a sense, we may regard the light cone as the "quantum spread" of any two given directions along the cone ( though this interpretation needs some qualification). However, 2-spinors only directly give the light-cone geometry at a point in space-time. We need also to understand the links between one space-time point and another. P erhaps we may think of this basic link as a primitive "quantum-information" link , and think of it schematically as a segment along the light cone, connecting two null-separated points. We are to think of this as something described in terms of complex numbers and, indeed , it may be regarded as a starting point for the theory of twistor-s. This is not the place to enter into a detailed description of twistor theory. This theory started as a description of the space of light rays in Minkowski space-time, in terms of the geometry of complex projective 3-space CP 3 . It provides elegant descriptions of massless free particles with spin (helicity) , both in the classical case and for their quantum wavefunctions. Over 20 years ago it provided a complete description of t he solutions of the ( complex) Einstein vacuum equations (Ricci-flatness) for which the curvature is anti-selfdual. A similar construction was t hen obtained (by R.S. Ward) for the anti-selfdual Yang-Mills equations. We may think of these as desCI·ibing left-handed "non-linear gravitons" . Only very recently has it emerged how the Tight-handed (non-linear ) graviton may also be encoded into the structure of twistor space. There is now some genuine prospect that the Einstein equations can be fully incorporated into the structure of twistor space-this twistor space being a (usually non-compact) complex
